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It is my absolute pleasure to introduce and celebrate the winners
of our Installer Awards 2022. Congratulations to all of the winners
and finalists, and thank you for the excellence you have delivered.
This brochure summarises the inspiring projects, people,
installer-focussed services and installations that our independent
panel of judges deemed especially worthy of trophies this year. What’s
more, honouring the particularly challenging trading climate brought about by Covid-19, our
judging panel decided to make special mention of businesses whose entries demonstrated triumph
amid the challenges, and safety on site. Turn to page five to read more about those awards.
Special thanks goes to this year’s sponsors and supporting organisations: Korniche Aluminium
Systems, Business Pilot, Carl F Groupco, Britmet Lightweight Roofing, Conservatory Outlet, Fensa
and Certass. We appreciate your crucial support.
If you entered this year’s awards but didn’t win a trophy, don’t despair. Your entries certainly
helped to challenge our expert panel of judges, who drew on their combined experience of
50+ years to fairly and independently select this year’s group of winners. (Thank you judges!)
I personally encourage you to submit an entry next year, so that we can reward the hard work
you’re putting into installation projects right now. Keep an eye on ggpinstallerawards.com,
read GGP magazine, and follow us on social media for more details.

CHRIS BEEDEL
Head of advocacy and
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MEET THE JUDGES
CHRIS BEEDEL

Now head of advocacy for the Glass and
Glazing Federation (GGF) – a role which
aims to ensure that the GGF has full-time
interaction with government, industry and
other key stakeholders – Chris previously spent five years as
director of membership for the Fenestration Self-Assessment
Scheme (Fensa). As well as glazing expertise built from his
leadership at Fensa, Chris has more than 20 years’ experience
in the wider construction sector.

BRIAN SMITH

Before heading up his own consultancy –
he is director of BAJSMITH Consulting –
Brian held a series of directorships within
the glazing and wider home improvements
industry. His wealth of experience in the built environment
sector adds another 25 years to the authority of this year’s
Installer Award judging panel, including five years as a
director of Fensa.

As director of inspections for Rushworth
Inspection Services and Auditing (RISA),
the Glass and Glazing Federation Group’s
inspection and auditing company, Dave
oversees RISA assessments and audits. He also leads the
development of a broad range of technical support for the
GGF’s commercial brands. Dave brings more than six years of
industry experience to our judging panel.
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AFTER A SEASON OF TRADING LIKE NO OTHER, OUR INSTALLER AWARD JUDGES DECIDED TO AWARD SPECIAL
CERTIFICATES TO TWO BUSINESSES THAT HAVE DEMONSTRATED OUTSTANDING RESPONSES TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC.
THESE AWARD ENTRIES NOT ONLY EXPLAINED THE STEPS THAT HAD BEEN TAKEN TO ENSURE SAFETY, THE PICTURES
SUPPLIED OFFERED SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE THAT THEIR COMMITMENT TO SAFETY WENT BEYOND LIP SERVICE.
GLOBAL WINDOWS

JON VANSTONE
DAVE MECHEM

COVID-19
RESPONSE
AWARDS

As well as chairing an installer-led
competent person scheme, Certass, Jon
also chairs the interim industry competence
committee, which advises government. Jon
brings more than 10 years of industry experience to our judging
panel, as well as his specialist knowledge of certification and
accreditation. He is a non-executive director of the National
Home Improvement Council, and sits on committees that include
the Building Regulations Advisory Committee and the BSI
Competence in the Built Environment committee.

www.ggpinstallerawards.com

EVANDER

The safety of Global Windows’
employees and customers
installation was of paramount
importance during the
installation projects that the
team carried out when the
Covid-19 pandemic was at its
peak. For example, the business
drew up a safe operating
procedures document that offered a safety
guide for staff. That document set out to ensure that all Global
Windows representatives adhered to rules that included
social distancing of two metres, and regular hand hygiene. In
addition, all staff were required to report to head office to have
their temperature taken before they were allowed to access
the premises or to undertake any work.
Every member of Global Windows’ team was also provided
with the correct PPE for their role, as well as antibacterial
wipes and hand sanitiser to wipe down any surface they came
into contact with. Full and comprehensive risk assessments
were carried out, and the team endeavoured to ascertain as
most information regarding the project remotely.
As far as was possible, safe working methods were
arranged with homeowners prior to visiting, for example, the
team accessed the rear garden to gather measurements. The
surveyor prepared their survey before visiting, to minimise
the time on site, and asked to access rooms unaccompanied.
Start and loading times were staggered, and working
methods were individually assessed at each location within
the home, to ensure the homeowner could be safely away
from the immediate working vicinity until the installation was
complete and had been cleaned. Global Windows’ installation
representatives even brought portable toilet facilities, which
were stored on Global Windows’ vehicles.
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At the start of the Covid-19
pandemic, the Evander team
implemented several initiatives
including a job triage system,
to identify vulnerable or
shielding customers along
with known Covid-19 risks, and
the installation of hot water
handwashing units in all vans, to
enhance existing hygiene measures. All operational locations
were fully stocked with appropriate standard and enhanced
PPE, and all of Evander’s service engineers were required to
take photos of themselves on site for every job they attended,
as evidence that the correct PPE was being used.
Evander produced a digital ‘Living Protected During
Covid-19’ document, which its staff shared with all customers
prior to each site visit. The document made customers aware
of what to expect, and what Evander’s team expected of
them. “We understand that each customer’s circumstances
are unique, and as such, we implemented bespoke delivery
and communication plans to further manage risk and build
confidence,” Evander’s representative explained.
“We developed a leadership charter providing guiding
principles and commitments under which we have and
continue to operate throughout the Covid-19 pandemic,” the
representative went on to explain. “It documents activities
and expectations across all facets of our business. Covid-19
necessitated fundamental changes to our ways of working.”
The business now has a ‘Safe Systems of Working’
framework in place in a bid to ensure the health and safety
of colleagues and customers. The framework commits staff
to safety measures and encourages the prioritisation of
vulnerable customers and their requirements wherever and
whenever possible.
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Available
Today!

www.britmet.co.uk | 01295 250998 | sales@britmet.co.uk

CATEGORY

BEST CONSERVATORY OR ORANGERY
INSTALLATION OVER £35,000
FINALISTS
Clearview Home
Improvements
SEH BAC

HIGHLY
COMMENDED

Liteslate Accessory Range
Check out our full range of accessories www.britmet.co.uk/liteslate

WINNER

Liteslate Ridge End
Cap
New
Improved
Design!

Liteslate Tile Vent

Liteslate End Cap 90

Liteslate 3-way End Cap

Liteslate Tile Vent

Liteslate End Cap 135

R A I S I N G T H E S TA N D A R D S I N L I G H T W E I G H T R O O F I N G

SPOONER BROTHERS
The team responsible for this installation
overcame design challenges, multiple
modifications and material delays to create
a bespoke, open-plan orangery. “When
we first visited the property, we knew a
challenge was ahead,” said Spooner Brothers’
representative. “The kitchen, reading room
and basement were all on different levels. And
different materials had been used.”
Using Roofwright software, the Spooner
Brothers team created a design that featured
a double-glazed Bioclean Azure 4S Blue
lantern roof light, an automatic, thermally
controlled roof vent, and a custom aluminium
gutter, facia and soffit. The team also installed
a warm roof around the Atlas lantern.

Clearview Home
Improvements

Bricks from the Matching Brick
Company were supplied, and stone lintels
helped maximise insulation. Customade Group
supplied Smarts Heritage aluminium windows
and doors, which were glazed in 28mm
toughened soft coat.
“Smarts System Bourton Cream
was chosen for the orangery’s window
frames, which had no RAL equivalent, the
representative added. “Smarts sent our
suppliers a batch of the powder coating, to
ensure the materials matched perfectly.
“This build exceeded the customers’
expectations. The challenges we overcame
made us realise that, even through adversity,
we can create some of our best work.”

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

“A grand design showcasing very professional work”
@GGPmag #GGPInstallerAwards

GGP Magazine
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CATEGORY

CATEGORY

BEST INSTALLATION – COMMERCIAL

BEST CONSERVATORY OR ORANGERY
INSTALLATION UP TO £35,000

FINALISTS

FINALISTS

A&B Glass
Company
t/a Asset Fineline
Ali Systems
David Salisbury
Joinery
Hazlemere
Window Company
IQ Projects,
IQ Glass
Janus Commercial
Contracts
Tradeglaze
(Lincoln)

Global Windows
Horizon
Architectural
Glazing - Crawford
TP Improvements

WINNER

DCW WINDOW SOLUTIONS,
T/A SCOTTISH WINDOW SOLUTIONS

WINNER

SHERBORNE
Matt black, steel-look windows were installed
as part of this unique, technically complex
project, which saw the Sherborne team
transform an underused balcony area into two,
contemporary wet rooms. For this first-floor
glazed extension, the double glazed Aluco
70mm aluminium windows were finished
in RAL 9005. Black soffit and guttering was
installed to match, while the roof was built
using PVC fascias.
The clients wanted a product that gave the
appearance of steel but with better insulating
properties. They also required the Sherborne
team to go through great lengths to ensure
that the new building not only performed well
but was aesthetically ‘right’, blending well with

the existing building. As the
extension is on the first floor, the client
also wanted to ensure that the structure was
simple to maintain.
To ensure a smooth installation, the
Sherborne team had to overcome many issues
due the project’s first-floor position. This
included synchronizing tradespeople to ensure
that each element of the project was carried
out to the right specification and standard.
Happily, the clients were delighted with the
end result, and the extra space it allowed for
their expanding family. Though the contract
was delayed due to the pandemic, Sherborne
pulled out all the stops to get it completed on
time, and to avoid further delays.

The client invested £185m in this project,
which saw the shopfront of Edinburgh’s
historic department store building enhanced
with new glazing and a dramatic entrance
lobby. The installation features a thermally
insulated steel frame system which
incorporates 37mm double glazing. The
restored Johnnie Walker whiskey experience
clock looks suspended within a glazed screen.
Re-engineering the steel frame system
required an alternative approach to
incorporating the decorative brass pressings
and beading: removing the original beading
from the pressings and refurbishing them,
while manufacturing new beading to match.
These were attached to new pressings.

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

IQ Projects,
IQ Glass

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

“Quite special. Very striking work, technically complex and well delivered”
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The Scottish Crittall window and heritage
specialist reused external bronze-beaded
pressings to retain the building’s sightlines.
New internal door frames were powder
coated in anodic bronze. Two pairs of double
door screens with glazing bars, and entrance
sliding doors, were installed to form the
entrance lobby. Matching preformed metal
flashings, and a brass plinth, completed the
installation.
Challenges included having to install
from the inside (due to the decorative brass
pressings), and working unusual hours
because of the congested city centre location.
The team also countered hardships fuelled by
the Covid-19 pandemic.

HIGHLY
COMMENDED

www.ggpinstallerawards.com

“A stand-out project showcasing high-quality, superb work. The level
of care and detail is formidable and breath-taking, as it should be when
trusted with working on such a historic building”
@GGPmag #GGPInstallerAwards

GGP Magazine
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THE CRM SYSTEM BUILT FOR
INSTALLERS BY INSTALLERS!

The digital business
management tool
designed by
installers for
installers.

CATEGORY

BEST INSTALLATION – RESIDENTIAL
(UP TO £20,000)
FINALISTS
AffixWindows
Hazlemere
Window Co
SEH BAC
Tradeglaze
(Lincoln)
Wolverhampton
Glass

WINNER

GLOBAL WINDOWS
As Covid-19 infections peaked, the Global
Windows team installed 25 cream-on-white
PVC-U casement windows in this stone
property in Todwick, Sheffield. As well as
replacing timber windows, the team installed
three French doors glazed with 28mm
Planitherm argon-gas-filled sealed units.
These replaced timber doors. The team also
added a composite door in a cream frame and
a mushroom-coloured slab.
“Our casement windows are double
glazed, and the glazing is internally beaded
with Ogee beads for extra security, making
our customer’s home lighter, brighter, and
noticeably more energy efficient,” explained
Global Windows’ representative. “The

Drag-and-drop’ job scheduling
Your oﬃce, anywhere!

old stone house was absolutely stunning,
and it was our goal to retain the aesthetic
throughout. Installing these windows retained
the property’s classic character while
increasing thermal efficiency and security.”
The scale of products that the team installed
on this old property proved challenging. Other
challenges that the Global team overcame
included the difficulty of removing timber
products, especially the downstairs bay
combination, where an original French wooden
door had been previously installed. Adding to
these challenges was the threat of Covid-19.
Global Windows took great efforts to keep its
staff and customers safe while working on this
project (see page five for more detail.)

A single system for all your admin

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

Understand proﬁtability on every job

0333 050 7506

info@businesspilot.co.uk

“An impressive building. A great example of a modern PVC-U
replacement done well, and to the regulations”

www.businesspilot.co.uk/free-trial
@GGPmag #GGPInstallerAwards

GGP Magazine
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CATEGORY

CATEGORY

BEST INSTALLER SUPPORT
PROGRAMME OR SERVICE

BEST INSTALLATION – RESIDENTIAL
(OVER £20,000)

FINALISTS

FINALISTS

Business Pilot
CRM, Cherwell
Windows

Bespoke Glazing
Design
Cherwell Windows

Status Progression
Tool, Business
Pilot

Evander
Arco, Horizon
Architectural
Glazing

Training
Programme,
Horizon
Architectural
Glazing

Lawrence,
Horizon
Architectural
Glazing
P&P Glass

HIGHLY
COMMENDED
WINNER

WINNER

NÜEVO HOME
Bespoke external glass balustrades surround
these luxury family homes in Beaconsfield,
Buckinghamshire. The team had not installed
this level of glass balustrading before, but
overcame the challenge. The team also
supplied and installed the EvoWall curtain
wall system in matte olive green, similarly
colour matched Nüminium, open-out
casement windows, and a range of doors.
Each home has three reception rooms and a
kitchen/diner that opens out onto a terrace.
Double-glazed units incorporate Optifloat
Tint solar glass, for optimum performance.
At basement level, Schuco’s ADS80 FR 30
fire-rated door features in both grey white
and oyster white.

EvoSlide doors were installed in matte
olive green to the basement, ground floor
kitchen and lounge, as well as the first-floor
bedrooms. Nüminium aluminium thermally
broken entrance doors were also used,
delivering high-end aesthetics, hidden hinge
possibilities and U-values of 0.9. The business
is especially proud of its super sleek glazing
installation in the downstairs wine cellar.
Challenges included transporting 200kg
glass units to basement level through
snow. Slough-based construction company,
Mackenzie Homes, which commissioned the
Nüevo Home team for this project, praised
the team’s consistently high standard of care
and professionalism.

ADMINBASE CUSTOMER PORTAL,
AB INITIO SYSTEMS
Arco, Horizon
Architectural
Glazing

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

snagging through the portal too. Crucially,
homeowners can settle invoices through the
facility, saving time and effort for both the
customer and installer.
The service can be easily accessed through
an installer’s existing website, and displayed
so that the customer sees the information
as coming from the installer. This keeps
customers on the installer’s website for
longer, improving search engine optimisation.
Users report significant reductions in
administration time, quicker payments and
increased customer satisfaction. One said that
it had set his business apart from competitors.

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

“Really impressive. It blew me away”
12

The Ab Initio team introduced its customer
portal feature last summer, extending
the functionality of its popular installer
management system, AdminBase. The portal
is offered to all new and existing users of
the web-based version of AdminBase at no
additional cost, and allows customers to log
in, track their order and perform other key
tasks using Amazon-style self-service.
Homeowners can confirm survey and
installation appointments through the portal,
freeing up installers to focus on other tasks.
When installation is complete, clients can
raise a service call for any post-installation

“An impressive product that frees up precious administration time for installers. A boon for
increasing customer satisfaction and encouraging a better work/life balance for installers”
www.ggpinstallerawards.com

@GGPmag #GGPInstallerAwards

GGP Magazine
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CATEGORY

BEST TECHNICAL INNOVATION
FINALISTS
Augmented Reality
Creations
Pre-inserted
gasket, Deceuninck
Aluminium
FLiP, DoorCo
Clip-in glazing
bead, Korniche
bi-folding door,
Made for Trade
MARS, IQ Glass
Prestige Bi-fold
door, Sheerline

Complete
Hardware
Support

WINNER

S1 ROOF LANTERN, SHEERLINE
Not only does it deliver sleek, modern
aesthetics, the Sheerline S1 roof lantern,
from Garnalex, is designed to bring
heightened security and greater thermally
efficiency to the lantern roof market.
Garnalex aims to give installers a competitive
advantage by offering Sheerline’s S1 in ten
design styles and a choice of two- or four-way
rafter options, in three traditional stocked
colours or bespoke single- or dual-sided RAL
colours, on exceptionally short lead-times.
Security is optimised through the use
of a uniquely designed glass closure trim,
encapsulating glass units alongside antitamper screws. This protects the product
from attack.

The S1 also incorporates Sheerline’s
patented corner jointing method, which
pulls together mitred corners to provide
a strong perimeter eaves beam, reducing
misalignment and helping to ensure a
high-quality installation. Further, the
product’s multi-chamber design clips
directly into the aluminium profile, to
prevent cold bridging and reduce the build
up of condensation.
The lantern’s corner and rafter end
caps run parallel with the perimeter of the
roof. Meticulous care was taken to design
a product that offered clean and ultra-low
sightlines, and offered a contemporary
appearance.

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

“The originality of this product clearly shows, and it makes life easier
for fitters. It is also sleek, secure and energy efficient”
14
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Technical advice
from industry
experts

In house fit
ups and
training

Testing and
accreditation
guidance





Comprehensive £millions in stock
manufacturer
to support OTIF
guarantees
delivery service

Speak to the Experts in Hardware today:
t. Peterborough: 01733 393330

e. sales@carlfgroupco.co.uk

t. Cumbernauld: 01236 721557

w. www.carlfgroupco.co.uk

CATEGORY

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT
FINALISTS
Anthony Randall,
Heritage Glass
(Shrewsbury)
Owen Bennett,
Bennetts Joinery
and Glazing
Satpal Riyat,
Mansat Windows

Conservatory Outlet is
delighted to support and
celebrate the nation’s
leading installers.
WINNER

Known for our unique product
collections and unrivalled
business and marketing
support, we direct all our
efforts into ensuring our
customers have everything
they need to stay agile and
achieve their ambitions.

JAMES WILDING,
JAMES WILDING JOINERY
At the height of the Covid-19 pandemic,
managing director James Wilding went above
and beyond. While furloughing staff, he took
on every aspect of the business alone: from
sanding and spraying to installing products.
When he was able to bring staff back to work,
James regularly checked that they were
comfortable and felt safe.
Amid supply chain disruption and the
challenges that came with scheduling work
during the ‘pingdemic’, James maintained
communication between customers and
managed expectations. This led to excellent
feedback as well as repeat orders.
Significant investment in machinery and
space has helped James Wilding expand

his business from a tiny workshop to one
that now has five employees, including an
apprentice. James offers a customer-first
approach that extends to measuring up
windows out of hours, to accommodate the
customer’s needs.
Customers describe James as a ‘true
craftsman’ and a stickler for quality control
that takes immense pride in the company’s
products. He also trains an apprentice.
James continually improves the business’
design, manufacture and installation
processes, for example by investing in
Joinerysoft software to help price jobs. The
company won Best Bespoke Joinery Service
at last year’s Yorkshire Prestige Awards.

We work exclusively with a
collective of 27 high calibre,
independent retail installers,
each with their own trading
area. We link up to share ideas
and successes and ultimately
help each other grow. It really
is something special.
Congratulations to
all the winners!

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

“The effort he’s put in to build up a niche market business is excellent.
James has clearly put so much of his life into his work”
16

www.ggpinstallerawards.com

conservatoryoutlet.co.uk

CATEGORY

RISING STAR
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FINALISTS

Jonathan Williams,
MPN Windows
and Doors
Kenny Lang,
HomeChoice
Glazing

Satpal Riyat,
Mansat Windows

WINNER

Described as an excellent manager,
managing director James Wilding operates
an open-door policy for staff, and has grown
the size of the business since starting it
himself in 2014. Recent investment in a new
machine has delivered increased efficiency
and enabled the business to add different
products to its offering. James has also
embraced new technologies and testing,
including PAS24:2016.
James trains an apprentice, and
continually improves the business’ design,
manufacture and installation processes, for
example by investing in Joinerysoft software
to help price jobs. During the first lockdown,
James managed the business alone – from

sanding and spraying to installing products
– while furloughing staff. When he was able
to bring staff back to work, James regularly
checked that they were comfortable and felt
safe.
James’ wife Emily works full-time at the
business, and nominated him for this award.
She said: “James really is an exceptional
all-rounder. He is an excellent manager,
salesman, motivator and an outstanding
joiner in both manufacturing and installation.
Committed to producing high-quality joinery,
and also investing in the next generation of
joiners, James’ passion and energy is evident
to all who meet him. He is also an excellent
dad to two daughters.”

le
Peop

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
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Years Anniversary
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Helping you win
more work
Join FENSA and we’ll connect
you to the more than 15,000
searches homeowners make
every month when looking
for an installer on
www.fensa.org.uk

/company/fensauk

@FENSAuk

Millions
Certificates
Issued

